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Conventional condensed matter physics:
Two central ideas

1. Integrity of the electron as a ``quasiparticle” in phases of 
matter

(Fermi liquid metals, band insulators, BCS superconductors, spin density wave 
states, ……)

2. Notion of ``order parameter’’ to describe phases of matter  
- related notion of spontaneously broken symmetry
- basis of phase transition theory



Modern quantum condensed matter physics

In the last 25 years both of these ideas have been
challenged enormously by discoveries such as the
fractional quantum Hall effect, high temperature
superconductivity, and other phenomena.  

Many fundamental questions have been raised (and some 
answered). 



A sample of some basic conceptual questions

1. Does the electron have to survive as a quasiparticle
in a phase of matter? 

2. Does every quantum phase have `elementary excitations’? 
(i.e does the low energy excitation spectrum admit a particle-like description)? 

3. Does a clean metal need to have a sharp Fermi surface at T = 0 ?

4. Can interacting bosons have a metallic ground state? 

5. Can a solid with odd number of electrons per unit cell have an insulating  ground state 
that does not break any symmetry?

6.  Is the order in a phase necessarily captured by a Landau order parameter? 
Is symmetry breaking the only route to ordering?

7. Is it always correct that singularities at phase transitions are due to slow fluctuations 
of the order parameter? 



In these lectures I will describe recent theoretical advances in
understanding phenomena that defy some aspect of conventional 
condensed matter physics. 

Plan: 
1. `Exotic’ Mott insulators (popularly known as quantum spin liquids)
2. Quantum criticality beyond the Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson paradigm
3. Ideas on non-fermi liquid metals (if time permits)

Reading material: ``Quantum matters: Physics beyond Landau’s paradigms”, TS, Int
Journal of Mod. Phys., ’06 (arxiv: 04xxxxx).



Some simple observations on correlated systems



Two extreme limits



Many interesting phenomena happen in `intermediate’ correlation 
regime where neither kinetic or interaction energy is clearly 
dominant. 

Neither `particle’ nor `wave’ picture clearly superior in this regime.

The physics described in these lectures is due to the competition 
between kinetic and interaction energies in this regime.



Delocalized limit: Correlated bose and fermi liquids – a brief 
discussion



Bose liquid



Ground state momentum distribution



Interacting Fermi liquid



Special case: Gutzwiller wavefunction



An interesting point of view



A interesting point of view (cont’d)



Slave boson mean field theory





Correlated superconductors



Slave boson/Gutzwiller mean field theories are a useful
way to incorporate correlations into a description of 

metals/superconductors. 

Examples: good description of heavy electron metal, 
success in capturing some of the phenomenology of the 

cuprates. 



Localized limit: Mott insulators and conventional 
quantum magnetism  – a brief discussion



Electronic Mott insulators





Spin ladders: A simple example of a quantum 
paramagnet



Other quantum paramagnets: Valence Bond 
Solid(VBS) (alias spin-Peierls) states

• Ordered pattern of valence bonds
breaks lattice translation symmetry.

• Ground state smoothly connected 
to band insulator

• Elementary spinful excitations have 
S = 1 above spin gap.



Most interesting possibility: quantum spin liquids



Some natural questions

Can quantum spin liquids exist in d > 1? 

Do quantum spin liquids exist in d > 1?
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Some natural questions

Can quantum spin liquids exist in d > 1? 
Theoretical question: YES!!

Do quantum spin liquids exist in d > 1?
Experimental question: Remarkable new materials
possibly in spin liquid phases 



Why are quantum spin liquids interesting? 

1. Exotic excitations

Excitations with fractional spin (spinons), 
non-local emergent interactions described through gauge 

fields

As rich in possibility if not richer than the fractional quantum
Hall systems………..but requires less extreme conditions (eg: 
no strong B-fields)



Why are quantum spin liquids interesting? 

2. Ordering not captured by concept of broken symmetry 

- new concepts of `topological order’ and generalizations

Order is a global property of ground state wavefunction

Possibility of encoding information non-locally. 
?? Useful for computing??



Why are quantum spin liquids interesting? 

3. Platform for onset of many unusual phenomena

Eg: (i) Superconductivity in doped Mott insulators
?? Relevant to cuprates ??

(ii) Non-fermi liquid phenomena in correlated d or f-electron 
metals.



Why are quantum spin liquids interesting? 

4. Excellent experimental setting for exploration of violation 
of long cherished notions of condensed matter physics

-quasiparticles with fractional quantum numbers and unusual statistics

- the very existence of a quasiparticle description

- inadequacy of Landau order parameter to describe phases and 
phase transitions of correlated matter



Stability of quantum spin liquids

1. Solution of concrete quantum spin models within 1/N expansions 
(Read, Sachdev ’91)

2. Effective field theory descriptions ( Wen ’91; Balents,Fisher,Nayak, ’99; 
TS, Fisher’00,…..)

3. Solution of effective models of quantum dimers (Moessner,Sondhi’01; 
Misguich,Serban,Pasquier’02;….)

4. Solution of various quantum spin/boson models 
(Kitaev’97,’06;Balents,Fisher,Girvin ’02, Motrunich, TS’02, ……)

5. Numerical calculations on simpler models
(Misguich,Lhuillier’98; Sheng, Balents, ’05; 

Isakov,Paramekanti,Kim,Sen,Damle’07)



• Geometrically frustrated quantum magnets

• ``Intermediate’’ correlation regime
Eg: Mott insulators that are not too deeply into the 

insulating regime

Where might we find quantum spin liquids?
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Exotic Mott insulators at intermediate 
correlation



Approach from insulator



Alternate view from the metallic side



Comments





Extreme limit: Gutzwiller projection



Structure of wavefunction



Picture of wavefunction in spin model limit

• ``Resonating valence bond liquid’’ (RVB)

• Can think of a singlet valence bond as a Cooper pair formed 
between two localized electrons.



Excitations - spinons



Other excitations



Remarks on BCS wavefunctions - I



Vortices in BCS wavefunctions



Projected vortices



Full description of excitation spectrum



Utility of gauge theory



Formal treatment: slave particle theory



Slave particle mean field theory of Mott insulator



Fluctuations: gauge theory



Preliminaries: Z2 gauge fields



`Pure’ Z2 gauge theory (Ising ``electrodynamics”)



Effective theory of fluctuations beyond slave 
particle mean field theory



A different spin liquid state



Stability of spin liquids



Stability of spin liquids



Confinement versus deconfinement



Confinement versus deconfinement (cont’d)



Deconfinement in pure gauge theory



What favors deconfinement? 



Varieties of spin liquids



A useful distinction:
Gapped versus gapless spin spectrum



In general different quantum spin liquid phases will have 
very different universal low temperature properties

Clear cut predictions for experiments which can distinguish 
between different spin liquid states. 



Summary/outlook

• Maturing theoretical understanding of quantum spin 
liquid phases in d > 1 

• Theoretically demonstrable violations of long cherished 
notions of condensed matter physics

• Interesting candidate materials exist – exciting times 
ahead!

• Important general lessons for correlated metallic 
systems


